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Abstract 
Source Localization in Cluttered Acoustic 
Waveguides 
by 
Leila Issa 
Mode coupling due to scattering by weak random inhomogeneities leads to the 
loss of coherence in the wave field measured a long distances of propagation. This 
in turn leads to the deterioration of coherent source localization methods such as 
matched-field. In this dissertation, we study with analysis and numerical simulations 
how such deterioration occurs and we introduce an original incoherent source local-
ization approach for random waveguides. This approach is based on a special form 
of transport theory for the incoherent fluctuations of the wave field. The statistical 
stability of the method is analyzed and its performance is illustrated with numerical 
simulations. In addition, this method is used to estimate the correlation function of 
the random fluctuations of the wave speed. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Problem definition and motivation 
This dissertation addresses an inverse problem for the acoustic wave equation where 
the goal is to determine, from remote array measurements of the pressure, the loca-
tion of a source in a waveguide with random sound speed fluctuations. The source 
localization problem has several important civilian and military applications, espe-
cially in the area of underwater acoustics, where the hidden object below the ocean's 
surface can for example be a submarine, a vessel, a torpedo or fish. 
The waveguide effect can be either due to confining physical boundaries or to the 
variation of the wave velocity in the transversal direction. For the sake of simplicity, 
A— p(t, xT' 
Figure 1.1: Schematic for the setup of the source localization problem 
1 
2 
we consider waveguides of finite depth, and we assume that sound speed fluctuations 
depend only on the horizontal and vertical directions. This assumption allows for the 
reduction of the problem to a two dimensional one. In the three dimensional case, the 
analysis does not change in an essential way [12], but the computations are naturally 
more expensive. 
A more comprehensive treatment of phenomena associated with modeling the 
waveguide can be found in [16]. The study in [16] takes into account the radiation in 
the ocean's floor by assuming that the depth of the waveguide is infinite, and that the 
wave speed is constant below the floor. As a result, a continuum or radiation spectrum 
is added to the discrete spectrum or trapped modes. The asymptotic analysis (the 
asymptotics are in the small amplitude scale of the fluctuations and the long distances 
of propagation) shows that the statistical properties of the trapped mode amplitudes 
can be described independently of the amplitudes of the radiation modes. Since 
our subsequent analysis will use the statistics of the trapped propagating modes, we 
shall consider, for simplicity, waveguides that support discrete modes only, that is 
waveguides of finite depth. 
The two-dimensional waveguide occupies the spatial domain 
W = {(x, z) E R2, s.t. 0 < x < X}, 
where x denotes the transversal direction, X is the depth of the waveguide, and z is 
the direction of propagation along the waveguide's axis. The acoustic pressure field 
p(t, x) satisfies the scalar wave equation 
- J d2p^S) + Ap(t,x) = V -F(t,x), t>0, xeW, (1.1) 
where x = (x, z). Here c(x) is the sound speed and the forcing term is due to a point 
source 
F(t,x) = f(t)S(x -x*)ez, 
located at x* = (x*,0) and emitting a pulse f(t) in the z direction. The medium is 
3 
quiescent before the pulse emission 
p(t,x) = 0, t<0. 
For simplicity, we take pressure release or Dirichlet conditions on top and at the 
bottom of the waveguide 
p(t,x) = 0, x G {0,X}. 
Other boundary conditions encountered in literature are Neumann boundary condi-
tions to model rigid bottoms 
- £ = 0, a t x = X. 
ox 
Alternatively, mixed or Robin boundary conditions could be imposed at x = X in 
order to model the loss of energy through the ocean's floor. The analysis does not 
change in an essential way whether we choose any of the three types of boundary 
conditions. 
The schematic in Figure 1.1 illustrates the setup of the source localization problem: 
we have an array A situated at a very long distance z^ from the source, with receivers 
at transverse coordinates r G A. The receivers record the acoustic pressure field over 
some time window [U,tf] and the source localization problem is explicitly formulated 
as 
Find x* from p(t,xr), t G [£;,£/], r G A. 
1.2 Source localization in waveguides using matched-
field and related methods 
Source localization in waveguides is often done with matched-field or related methods 
[1, 20]. The idea behind these methods is to match the acoustic pressure field received 
at the array (the data) with its mathematical model, for hypothetical source locations 
in a search domain. This process is well-adapted to deal with additive noise [2] 
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but it remains very sensitive to the mismatch between the model and the array 
data [1]. Sources of mismatch can for example be unknown perturbations in the 
waveguide geometry and the sound speed. Several approaches to source localization 
in the presence of sound speed perturbations have been investigated. In [17, 23], 
exisisting matched-field algorithms are extended to account for random variations in 
the sound speed. This is done by imposing a set of constraints derived from a model 
of the pressure field based on a first-order perturbation theory of the eigenvalue 
problem for the waveguide modes. Alternatively, there are various signal processing 
approaches based on mode filtering [24, 27, 15], whose goal is to mollify the effect of 
the perturbations on the array data. 
1.2.1 Conventional matched-field 
The conventional (Bartlett) matched-field algorithm was originally proposed by Bucker 
[8]. It forms the projection of the data onto a "replica", whereby forming the function 
B(u,£a) = \wb*(u,xa)P(u)\2, (1.2) 
with the star denoting conjugate transpose. Here p(cu) is the data vector with com-
ponents 
p(w, £*;£*), k= 1,2, ••• ,M, 
the pressure field in the Fourier domain measured at an array of M receivers with 
coordinates x^. In order to estimate the source location x*, the pressure field at the 
array is "matched" with the replica or weight vector 
G(LO TS) ~" / - \ T 
wb(u,xs) = ——- , with G(LU,XS) = (G(LJ,XS;XI), • • • ,G(LO,XS;XM)) , |G(",af)| V ' 
where G is the Green's function in an unperturbed deterministic waveguide and xs is 
the search point. The weight vector is normalized so that the output of the Bartlett 
function is the averaged source level over the array [2]. The replica vector can prac-
tically be obtained from a full wave solution algorithm, in which case, a sequence of 
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forward solves for a set of search points is computed. Alternatively, the computation 
of the replica can be based on a normal mode decomposition of the Green's function. 
In this case, the method is called Matched Mode Processing (MMP)[22, 26]. 
Conventional matched-field is well suited to deal with uncorrelated white noise 
(such as instrument noise) [21] but it does not account for structured or correlated 
noise (noise generated on the surface of the ocean for example). In the presence of 
such noise sources, the Bartlett approach produces spurious sidelobes that do not 
correspond to the source of interest, as illustrated by the analysis in [2]. 
1.2.2 The maximum likelihood approach 
To minimize the sidelobe effects, a more robust approach, the Maximum Likelihood 
Method (MLM), also called the minimum variance distortionless filter (MVDF) is 
used. This adaptive algorithm was first introduced by Capon [9] in the context of 
frequency wavenumber analysis of teleseismic events on the Large Aperture Seismic 
Array. Numerous authors have used it in the context of underwater acoustics [10, 
25, 2]. As formulated in [2], the method adaptively chooses the weight vector as to 
minimize the contributions of the noise to the output, but also to keep the weight 
vector in the direction of the signal. This leads to a constrained optimization problem 
where the objective is to find the replica vector % L solution of 
min «IML(W, XS) K WML{U, XS) 
subject to (I«ML(W, XS) — WI,(UJ, xs)) wb(u,xs) = 0, (1.3) 
where K is the covariance matrix of the data, that is K = E[p(u;)p*(u;)]. In practice, 
the covariance matrix is not available and must be estimated. The data can be used 
to obtain that estimate in the following fashion: pl(t) is binned in time windows 
Xi, I = 1,2,...,L, then averaged over these windows, in the frequency domain to 
6 
yield the sample covariance matrix [1] 
1=1 
The ability of the MLM algorithm to suppress sidelobes is a function of the unique 
structure of the signal coming from the source (which makes it distinguishable from 
other noise sources), as well as the signal-to-noise ratio [2]. We mention here that the 
method described above deals with additive noise only, and that it may be seriously 
degraded due to the presence of random inhomogeneities in the ocean. We next 
present various approaches that adapt these algorithms in order to achieve greater 
robustness to random perturbations in the sound speed. 
1.2.3 Matched-field methods in randomly perturbed waveg-
uides 
In [17, 23], the authors modify the MLM algorithm to take into account unknown 
variations in the sound speed, caused by eddies or internal waves. This is done by 
imposing a set of constraints, derived from pressure fields obtained by using a set of 
perturbed sound speed profiles. The mathematical model for the random pressure 
field uses a normal mode decomposition based on a first order perturbation analysis for 
the eigenvalue problem satisfied by the waveguide modes. The success of the algorithm 
depends on the fact that the mode coherence remains high, even in the presence of 
these fluctuations. This is because the authors consider propagation at moderate 
source ranges and low frequencies. This in turn implies that the dimension of the 
constraint space is small which leads to an computationally efficient implementation 
of the algorithm. When the fluctuations accumulate to have significant effects however 
(at long ranges and high frequencies), the performance of this method degrades as 
it does not take into account strong mode coupling, which becomes the dominant 
feature in this regime. 
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We now present some statistical signal processing approaches that are based on 
filtering the array data in order to localize the source in the presence of sound speed 
fluctuations. The authors of [24] exploit the "predictable" mode space to localize 
the source. This space comprises the modes that are immune to the sound speed 
fluctuations and its identification is based on the second order joint statistics of the 
horizontal wave numbers. The algorithm is shown to have superior performance to the 
conventional matched-field and the MLM algorithms. A similar approach is presented 
in [27]: the method is based on suppressing the contribution of the coupled incoherent 
modes, whose filtering is done with a matched-beam processing algorithm, instead 
of matched mode processing. The separation is based on the fact that the coupled 
modes travel at a different speed than the uncoupled ones for the same arrival angle. 
The results of implementing the algorithm show that the localization is better than 
conventional matched-field (done with matched mode processing), but it suffers from 
side-lobes: this is due to the loss of the coherent energy of the uncoupled modes to 
the coupled ones. The problem with these approaches is that since they are based on 
excluding the coupled modes, they will suffer from more side-lobes as the coupling 
becomes stronger and stronger, in the regime where the effect of the sound speed 
fluctuations becomes more and more significant. 
The authors of [15] develop a mode filter algorithm that locates the source's depth 
when the array is small (in the presence of sound speed perturbations). In this case, 
the problem is underdetermined because the number of receivers M is much less than 
the number of propagating modes N. To overcome the underdetermination, the data 
is windowed in the time domain in such a way that only a well-determined subset of 
the modes is kept in each time window. The algorithm successfully distinguishes the 
source's depth, in the case where there is coherence in the data. The frequency and 
range of coherent processing are determined experimentally. In the regime beyond the 
coherence limits, the authors use the "mode delay range estimator" to determine the 
range of the source, from the modes arrival times. This identification is challenging 
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because of the effect of the random inhomogeneities: in fact, the definition of mode 
arrival times becomes ambiguous because the peaks can be non-unique and they 
are not stable. This problem is tackled by using the centroids, or the first order 
moment of the received mode energy, as a statistic for mode arrival times. The second 
moment of the modes energy (the spread) quantifies the uncertainty in this estimation. 
This approach leads to biases in the range estimation because of the "unpredicted" 
scattering of the energy by the random medium: "combining environmental and 
acoustic modeling into the algorithm" could lead to an improved estimation according 
to the authors of [15]. 
To conclude this section, we remind the reader that all the methods described 
above rely on coherent array data to successfully locate the source, and that their 
performance is bound to deteriorate as the coherence is lost, due to the accumulation 
of wave scattering by the random inhomogeneities. Furthermore, none of the above 
approaches predicts, from a theoretical point of view, the effect of the random sound 
speed fluctuations (in the regime where these accumulate and become siginificant) on 
the pressure field. In order to successfully locate the source in such regimes, a model 
that predicts the effect of these fluctuations is needed. 
We next present a summary of our approach and we go over a brief overview of 
the contents of this dissertation. 
1.3 Objectives and agenda 
We consider waveguides having random inhomogeneities where the sound speed is 
perturbed with a fluctuating part that depends on both the range and depth direc-
tions. In underwater acoustics, these inhomogeneities can be caused by internal waves 
for example, and the amplitude of such perturbations is typically on the order 10~2 
[12, 16]. The wave scattering caused by these fluctuations leads to mode coupling and 
the loss of coherence in the wave field measured at the array, which hinders source 
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localization at very long ranges. This dissertation introduces an original incoherent 
approach to localize the source in the presence of such inhomogeneities. 
The first objective of the research presented in this dissertation is to provide a 
theoretical and numerical study of the focusing and stability properties of coherent 
source localization methods. Through analysis and numerical simulations, we show 
how these methods fail to localize the source in regimes of strong wave scattering. The 
second objective is the development of a novel incoherent source localization method 
for such strong scattering regimes. This method is based on an asymptotic transport 
theory that describes the statistics of the incoherent wave field, where the asymptotics 
are in the amplitude scale of the fluctuations e <C 1, for propagation distances that are 
scaled like \ to see the cumulative effect of the fluctuations [13]. We use this theory to 
find the source location in a statistically stable fashion, as well as to infer statistical 
information about the random medium such as the correlation function. Stability 
means that the source localization does not depend on the particular realization of 
the random fluctuations of the wave speed. 
The organization of this dissertation is as follows. In chapter 2, we describe three 
coherent source localization methods: synthetic back propagation of the time reversed 
array data in an unperturbed (deterministic) waveguide; matched-field and coherent 
interferometry. We illustrate with numerical simulations how these methods fail to 
localize the source as the effect of the fluctuations become stronger and stronger. 
The mathematical model of the data is described in detail in Chapter 3: this model is 
entirely based on the study in [13, 14] and is used in Chapter 4, to obtain a theoretical 
explanation of why coherent methods fail to localize the source in the regime where the 
inhomogeneities accumulate and cause strong wave scattering. Chapter 5 introduces 
our novel incoherent source localization approach, which is based on the transport 
theory developed in [13, 14] for the incoherent wave fluctuations. We study the 
statistical stability of our method with respect to the realizations of the random 
medium, and illustrate its performance with numerical simulations. We also show 
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how it can be used to estimate the correlation function of the random fluctuations 
of the sound speed. We end in Chapter 6 with a summary of the dissertation's 
contributions. 
Chapter 2 
Coherent source localization 
This chapter is concerned with the performance of coherent source localization meth-
ods in randomly perturbed waveguides. We introduce in section 2.1 three coherent 
methods for source localization: synthetic back-propagation of the time reversed ar-
ray data in a deterministic waveguide; matched-field and coherent interferometry. In 
section 2.2, we explain the setup for the numerical simulations and we illustrate with 
numerical results how these methods progressively fail to localize the source as the 
effect of the fluctuations becomes stronger and stronger. The mathematical model 
of the array data is presented in Chapter 3 and is used in Chapter 4 to explain this 
behavior. 
2.1 Coherent source localization methods 
We introduce three coherent methods for finding the location of the source: (i) back-
propagation in a homogeneous waveguide, (ii) matched-field and (iii) coherent inter-
ferometry (CINT). We define the source localization functions here and we illustrate 
with numerical simulations, in section 2.2., their failure to give meaningful results as 
the wave scattering by the random inhomogeneities becomes significant. 
The first function models the time-reversal of the pressure field p(t, r, zjCj recorded 
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at the array, then its back-propagation in a unperturbed waveguide, to hypothetical 
source locations xs 
Z(ZS) = J2 IrYP(^,r,zA)G0(uj,r,zA-xs). (2.1) 
reA^ 7I" 
Here the bar denotes complex conjugation and Go is the Green's function evaluated 
at search points xs, corresponding to the Helmholtz equation in the waveguide with 
the unperturbed sound speed. 
In the absence of fluctuations, (2.1) is the same as the time-reversal function 
T^R(xs) in a homogeneous waveguide, which peaks at Xs = x+. In a perturbed 
waveguide however, T(xs) does not correspond to time-reversal because the back-
propagation is done in a surrogate medium, using the homogeneous Green's function. 
In fact, time-reversal is an experiment where the back-propagation is done in the 
actual random waveguide [18], and focusing can be observed around the true source 
location x*, with better resolution and in a statistically stable fashion as demonstrated 
in [14]. This experiment cannot be utilized to localize the source and (2.1) performs 
poorly in the presence of random fluctuations, as we shall see with the numerical 
simulations in section 2.3. 
The CINT method was introduced in [5, 6] to image in cluttered open media 
in a statistically stable manner. CINT imaging consists of back-propagating cross-
correlations of the array pressure field instead of the pressure field itself. This can be 
seen as a statistically smoothed version of back-propagation, where the smoothing is 
done by cross-correlating the data traces over suitably chosen space and time windows. 
The optimal size of these windows is determined by two key parameters intrinsic to the 
data: the decoherence length and the decoherence frequency Qd [6]. In waveguides, 
there is no decoherence length and the decoherence frequency fld is short [16, 12, 13], 
so the cross-correlations of the pressure field are done over long time windows xnd {t) 
13 
of support ^-. This yields 
JOINT
 (fB) = J du J & / ^ ( w _ ^ £ ^ r ZA)GQ{LO^ZA.SS)X 
Y^ p(^,rf,zA)G0(u', r\ zA; Xs). (2.2) 
r'eA 
When the window xnd is replaced by a delta distribution, we get the conventional 
matched-field function 
2 
rMF /gs\
 = I du 
J
 reA 
1A J^p(a;, r, zA)G0(u, r, zA; xs) (2.3) 
As mentioned in the introduction, there exist several improved versions of this method, 
but they all rely on a coherent p(t, r, zA) and their performance should be similar to 
(2.3) in the regime we are interested in, that is at long ranges, where the fluctuations 
accumulate and their effect becomes significantly visible. 
2.2 Numerical simulations 
In this section, we present numerical simulations of the methods described above. We 
compare the performance of these methods as the effect of the fluctuations becomes 
important, and show how eventually, they all degrade as the wave scattering by the 
random inhomogeneities strengthens. 
2.2.1 Setup for the numerical simulations 
The array data p(t, r, zA) are simulated numerically by solving the acoustic wave 
equation as a first order system for the pressure and velocity. We use the mixed 
finite-element code based on the numerical method described in [3]. A regular mesh 
consisting of squares is used and the method uses what is called the "Qf+i — Qk 
element" a choice compatible with mass lumping [3]. In time, an explicit second 
order time scheme is used (e.g. centered finite difference scheme) and the order of 
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Figure 2.1: Setup for the numerical simulations: the computational domain is a rectangle 
and the perfectly matched layer surrounding its left and right sides is shown 
in gray. 
the scheme in space is two. Convergence tests for our simulations are presented 
in Appendix A. The infinite extent of the waveguide in the horizontal direction is 
modeled numerically with a perfectly matched absorbing layer to the left and right 
sides of the computational domain. The source is placed at (x*, 0) and the array is 
at range z^ (see Figure 2.1). 
We model the fluctuations in the sound speed as 
?§T1+^>> <2-4> 
where v is an isotropic, mean zero, statistically homogeneous random process that 
has a Gaussian correlation function 
E[z , (£M^] = ^ e - T . (2.5) 
The random process is generated numerically using random Fourier series [11]. The 
correlation length is I = 0.25m and the perturbation parameter e takes values between 
1% —3%. The background velocity Co is assumed to be a constant in order to compute 
the Green's function explicitly. 
Motivated by the theory, we consider very long distances of propagation where 
we expect to see cumulative strong scattering effects. We take a source placed at a 
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Figure 2.2: Time traces of the acoustic pressure field measured at (r = y ,2u) . f ° r a 
source placed at x+ = y . Clockwise from top left: e = 0, 1%, 2% and 3%. 
range of 494AC from the array (where Ac is the central wavelength of the ultra-wide-
band pulse). The Fourier coefficients of the array data p(u), r, zj) decorrelate rapidly 
with frequency, that is fi^ is scaled by e2fl , as shown in [16, 12, 13]. In order to 
study the effect of the bandwidth and central frequency on the source localization 
methods, we take the source excitation to be a short pulse ip{t) (a sine function, with 
Fourier transform given by the indicator function of the frequency bandwidth) with 
bandwidth 1.5 — 4.5kHz measured at 6dB. We then let f(t) be the signal with Fourier 
transform 
/ H = f(u) = ^ ( w ) l [ _ B i f l ] (^^ ) > (2.6) 
where 1[-B,B] is the indicator function of the interval [-B, B}. So fe(co) is the win-
dowed <p(u;) in the interval \u — co0\ < eaB, for various choices of u>0 in the band of 
(p with a 6 [0, 2]. The scaled bandwidth B is an 0(1) factor of u0. The case a = 2 
is referred to as narrow-band because the bandwidth e2B is of the same order as the 
decoherence frequency. In the case where a < 2, we have broad-band. 
The lengths are scaled by the central wavelength Ac = 0.5m of the ultra wide-
band pulse <p(t), computed with the background speed 1.5km/s. The computational 
domain is a rectangle of width 20AC and length 500AC. The source is placed 4AC away 
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from the left PML and at depth of x* = y or x+ = ^. The array is at range 494AC 
and the aperture A consists of various intervals in [0, X] (see Figure 2.1). 
The numerical data consist of the pressure field p(t, r, z^) computed at the re-
ceivers with transverse coordinates r distributed uniformly in A, with spacing 0.095AC, 
in the time window t E (130,333) ms. This time window contains the direct arrival 
at r = ^ = 164.7ms and the arrival of sufficiently many guided modes afterwards. 
The time sampling rate is 15/us. 
The time traces of the pressure field p(t, r = y , z^) are shown in Figure 2.2, where 
the source is placed at x* = y . We display various strengths of the fluctuations: when 
the waveguide is unperturbed, that is e = 0 (top left picture), we can clearly see the 
distinct arrival times of the modes. This situation is to be contrasted with the cases 
e = 2%, 3%, where we see the significant effect on the traces of the scattering by the 
random inhomogeneities. This is the regime of our interest, where mode coupling is 
strong and the array data is almost incoherent. 
2.2.2 Numerical results 
We now show the results of our numerical simulations, illustrating the performance 
of the coherent source localization methods that we described in section 2.2. We 
show how these methods become progressively unreliable in localizing the source as 
the data loses its coherence. This loss occurs as we increase the central frequency 
and the scaled range Z = e2z^. In our case, the range is fixed (Z_A — 494AC) so we 
increase Z by increasing e. The results are shown from figures 2.3 through 2.7, where 
the search domain in cross-range is from Ac to 19AC, with spacing of *f. The range 
search domain is from 414AC to 574AC with spacing of Ac . 
We begin with the case of weak fluctuations e = 1%. The results are in Figure 
2.3, where the source is placed at cross-range x* = y = 10AC. The central frequency 
is f£ = 2.09kHz and the bandwidth is B = 0.375kHz, that is B « 9CJ0. All three 
methods perform well in this case, with matched-field and CINT being better than 
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l(xs). 
We next show how X(xs) deteriorates fast as we increase e. In Figure 2.4, we show 
results for e = 2%, central frequency 2.09kHz and B = 0.375kHz. The source is at 
x* = ^ = 5AC. The images are shown for two realizations of the random medium. 
Both matched-field and CINT locate the source successfully and do not change from 
one realization to another. This is to be contrasted with X(xs) which does not behave 
as well, as we start to see its statistical instability. 
Figure 2.5 captures the deterioration of both matched-field and CINT: both meth-
ods still give the correct source location for both realizations of the random medium, 
in case (i) where e = 2% and the central frequency is at 2.68kHz. As the central 
frequency is increased (cases (ii), (Hi)), we start seeing how matched-field loses the 
range resolution and has spurious peaks that do not correspond to the source loca-
tion. Since these peaks are spread all over the search domain (case (Hi) specially), 
matched-field has no range information at all. CINT appears slightly better because 
it has some range information: the peaks are confined to a range interval of about 
40Ac that is not centered around the correct range (case (Hi)). This is worse when 
e = 3% (case (iv)), where the interval is about 60Ac. This behavior and poor range 
resolution is explained later in chapter 4, where we see that the wave scattering causes 
a strong dispersive effect that is not accounted for in the back-propagation with Go-
Figures 2.3 through 2.5 are for full aperture. The results are much worse for 
partial aperture, as we show in figure 2.6, where we have the same central frequency 
and bandwidth as in case (i) of Figure 2.5 but with partial apertures A = [0,12]AC 
and A = [0, 8]AC respectively. 
Finally, in Figure 2.7, we show the results we obtain for all the methods for full 
aperture and full bandwidth 1.5 — 4.5kHz, with e = 2% and e = 3%. We see that the 
extra wide-band does not improve the images, specially in the case e = 3%. 
In conclusion, source localization with the above methods fails when the random 
inhomogeneities have stronger and stronger cumulative effect, that is at very long 
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Figure 2.3: From left to right: |X(xs) |2 , lMF{xs) and lCINT{xs) for the source at f . 
The results are for one realization of the medium, for full aperture, with 
e = 1%, central frequency 2.09kHz and bandwidth B = 0.375kHz. For 
CINT, Qd = 0.045kHz. The range and cross-range are scaled by Ac. 
ranges with almost incoherent array data. In that regime, we need to exploit the 
effect on the array data created by the inhomogeneities. This requires a mathematical 
model that allows us to view source localization as a parameter estimation problem for 
the coordinates of the source and possibly the statistics of the random perturbations. 
Such a model, derived in [16, 12, 13], is presented in the next chapter. 
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Figure 2.4: From left to right: |X(xs) |2 , lMF(xs) and ICINT(xs) for the source at f . 
One realization of the medium is shown in the top row, another in the bottom 
row. The results are for full aperture, with e = 2%, central frequency 2.09kHz 
and bandwidth B = 0.375kHz. For CINT, Qd = 0.045kHz. 
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Figure 2.5: Left column: lMF(xs) for two realizations of the random medium. Right column: 
ICINT(xs). The source is at f in all the plots. In (i), (ii) and (in), e = 2% and 
in (iv), e = 3%. We take a central frequency of 2.69kHz in (i), 2.99kHz in (ii), 
3.13kHz in (in) and 2.09kHz in (iv). The bandwidth is B = 0.375kHz in all the 
plots, and the CINT images are computed with Qj = 0.045kHz. 
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Figure 2.6: Left column: TMF{xs) for two realizations of the random medium. Right 
column: XCINT{xs). The source is at ^ in all the plots. The central fre-
quency is 2.69kHz, and the bandwidth is B = 0.375kHz. The CINT im-
ages are computed with Qd = 0.045kHz. In (i), A = [0,12]AC and in (ii), 
A=[0,8}XC. 
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Figure 2.7: From left to right: \l{xs)\2, lMF{xs) and lCINT(xs) for two realizations 
of the random medium. The source is at ^ in all the plots. We take full 
aperture and the extra wide pulse (p(t) with bandwidth 1.5 — 4.5kHz . The 
CINT images are computed with Qd = 0.009kHz. In (i), e = 2% and in (ii), 
e = 3%. 
Chapter 3 
Wave propagation in randomly 
perturbed waveguides 
In this chapter, we describe the mathematical model of the pressure field in a ran-
domly perturbed waveguide, which was first introduced by Kohler and Papanicolaou 
in [16], then Dozier and Tappert in [12] and more recently by Fouque, Gamier, Papan-
icolaou and Solna in [13]. We review the derivation in [13], and present the relevant 
results needed for our analysis of coherent methods (chapter 4) and for our incoherent 
source localization approach (chapter 5). 
We begin in section 3.1 with the mathematical model of the random waveguide, 
where we describe the model of the sound speed fluctuations. We then consider, in 
section 3.2, wave propagation in the absence of sound speed perturbations. In this 
simple case, the energy in the waveguide propagates through guided modes that do 
not interact with each other. In section 3.3, we give the derivation of the pressure 
field in the random waveguide. We show how the fluctuations induce mode coupling 
involving the forward and backward propagating modes as well as the evanescent ones. 
We then present the forward scattering approximation, which consists of neglecting, 
in the asymptotic limit e —> 0, the backward moving modes. We end in section 3.4, 
with the expression of the random array data in terms of the coupled forward moving 
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modes (taking into consideration their coupling with the evanescent modes). 
3.1 The mathematical model of the random waveg-
uide 
Following [13], we consider a randomly perturbed waveguide with the sound speed 
modeled as 
c2 | l + ei/(f), ze[0,ji], 
c 2 ( f )
 ' l , * e (-oo,0) u (4>0o). 
(3.1) 
Here e C 1 is a small perturbation parameter and u(x) is a bounded mean zero 
random process that is statistically stationary in z. Another assumption on the 
random process v is that its correlation function decays sufficiently fast as the range 
becomes infinite [19], which means that the fluctuations deccorelate for points that 
are far apart. This is a technical assumption that is needed later for the diffusion 
approximation. As is clear in (3.1), we assume that v is supported in [0, X] x [0, j%] 
because we consider distances of propagation that are long (like \) in order to see the 
effect of the perturbations. Due to the causality of the wave equation, the pressure 
field is not influenced by the medium beyond z = 4 , if we were to observe the 
wavefield for a time t < -^. As a result, we can take the fluctuations to be zero 
for z > h. The fact that these fluctuations are assumed to be zero to the left of the 
source is explained by the forward scattering approximation (see section 3.3.3). 
3.2 The pressure field in unperturbed waveguides 
We begin by taking the Fourier transform of the pressure field 
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and we obtain from (1.1) the Helmholtz equation 
u
2
 d 
r=rp{u, S) + Ap(uJ, X) = f(u)—S(x ~ £* ) , 
c
2(x) ' ' dz 
p(u,x) = 0, xe{0,X} (3.2) 
with derivatives in the sense of distributions. 
In the simple case of an ideal waveguide, where the variation of the sound speed is 
confined to the transversal direction (that is, c(x) — c(x)), the energy is transmitted 
through independent guided modes, which are the eigenfunctions of the operator 
dl + -£-? (3-3) 
acting on functions that vanish at x = 0 and x = X. We take a uniform back-
ground speed c(x) = c0 in order to further simplify the analysis and obtain frequency 
independent modes <pj(x) 
d2<j)j(x) 
= ^j4>j{x), x e (0 ,x ) , dx2 
cf)j(0) = (f)j(X) = 0, J = 1, 2, • • • . (3.4) 
The analysis can be done with a variable background velocity CQ(X) [16, 12] but is 
slightly more complicated because of the frequency dependence of the eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of (3.3). 
In the constant background case, the eigenvalues of (3.3) are positive, non-decreasing 
and given by 
N= (Y) ' j = 1'2'"' • 
The eigenfunctions form an orthonormal set 
x 
dx4>j(x)<fii(x) = Sji, 
'o 
and are explicitly 
^
x ) = V f s i n H r ) ' -? = 1'2'---- (3-5) 
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The pressure field in the time domain, in a homogeneous waveguide, is then expressed 
as 
^pQ{u,x)e-iuit, (3.6) 
where the Fourier coefficients po(uj,x) are obtained by a modal expansion, using 
separation of variables in (3.2) 
M»,*) = m 
L 3 = 1 j>N(u>) 2 
for z > 0. Here f3j(u) are the modal wave numbers defined by 
(3.7) 
ft(W)=(^ - 1 < 2 < - ^ ) > ( , 8 ) 
The number of propagating modes N(u>) is the largest integer for which 
J1 
V3< - T 
and is given by N(UJ) = [—J. The modes such that j > N(u>) are evanescent because 
they decay as z —• oo. 
3.3 The pressure field in a randomly perturbed 
waveguide 
In this section, we show how the random sound speed fluctuations induce mode cou-
pling. This coupling is responsible for the transfer of energy between the modes and 
is described by a stochastic system of differential equations for the mode amplitudes, 
that we present now. 
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3.3.1 The stochastic ordinary differential equations for the 
mode amplitudes 
The random pressure field p(t, x) can be expressed as an expansion in the unperturbed 
eigenfunctions 
+ fduf{uj) J2 £3{u,z)(t>Ax)e~luti z>Qi (3-9) 
with random amplitudes a,j and bj of the forward and backward propagating modes, 
and random amplitudes Sj of the evanescent modes [13]. Upon projecting equation 
(3.2) onto the eigenmodes, then expressing the evanescent modes in terms of the 
propagating ones (as detailed in [13], section 20.2.3.), one obtains the coupled system 
of ordinary differential equations 
£a (o ; , z) =e[P(a'a)(w, z)a{u, z) + P^h\u, z)b(u, z)] + 
e 2[E ( a ' aV, Z)SL(U, z) + E(a 'b)(w, z)b{u, z)\ + 0(e3), (3.10) 
^b(u, z) =e[P(b'a)(u;, z)a(uj, z) + P(b 'b)(o;, z)b(u, z)] + 
e2[E(b<aV, z)a(u, z) + E ( b 'b )(^, z)b{u, z)] + 0(e3), (3.11) 
for the vector-valued random processes 
a{u,z) = (ai(u,z;x*),••• ,aN{u])(u, z;^)) , 
b(w, z) = (bi(u, z\ £*), • • • , bN{uJ)(uj, z\ £*)) . (3.12) 
Here the N(u) x N(u) matrices p(«.a))p(b,b)jp(a,b)) a n d p(b,a) w i t h e n t r j e s 
P(a'a)faj z) - —£ii*LPiV)i-0i)(z) jl {
 '
 ) _ 2 c 2 v ^ A e 
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p(a,b)/ s _ ^ Cjijz)
 m+0i)(z) 
31 [
'
}
~n^Mi 
Pfa\^z) = P^(u;,z), 
P^h\u,z) = P^\u;,z), (3.13) 
are responsible for the coupling between the propagating modes via the random sta-
tionary process 
Cfl{z)= f dxvfrzWjWfrix), J,1 = 1,---N(UJ). (3.14) 
Jo 
The coupling of the propagating modes with the evanescent ones is done via the 
matrices E ( a ' a \ E ( b , b ) , E( a 'b \ and E(b'a) with entries 
E < r W ) = —A Y r ^C>l'^Cll'(Z + aiPift(«+»Hfr(«)-frN 
3
 <^NJ-°° VPJWI 
E^(u,z) = E^(u,z), 
and 
The source information is in the initial conditions 
E^W) = E^^ W)- (3.15) 
aj(w,0;a;*) = a0j(u\xir) = d- 0j(x*), j = !,••• ,N(u), (3.16) 
and the field is outgoing at the range limit 4 of the fluctuations, that is we set 
b ( u w ) = 0. (3.17) 
e2* 
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3.3.2 The asymptotic regime 
We consider very long distances of propagation z ~> -%> where the cumulative effect 
of the fluctuations is significant. So we define the rescaled random processes 
a > , 2 ) = a(u; ,4) , *>>, z) = b(cu, \). (3.18) 
These processes satisfy the scaled version of (3.10)-(3.11) which we re-write as 
iLf«'^),\«{ip(u,£)+E(w,4)}fae(^)y (3.19) 
where 
„ PM(u,z) P^h)(u,z) , P(w,*) = I _ _ _ _ I , (3.20) 
P(a>b)(u;,z) P(a-a)(u;,2) 
E(u;,z) = ( I , (3.21) 
E(a-b)(u;,z) E(a>a)(w,^) 
with ae(u, 0) = a0(o;; x*) and be(u;, L) = 0. 
/ a€(cj,z) \ 
The random process can be identified in the limit e —• 0 with a 
multidimensional diffusion process in <C2N^ satisfying a linear system of differential 
equations ([13], section 20.3). This is a result of the diffusion approximation theorem 
([13], section 6.5) applied to equations (3.19). 
3.3.3 The forward scattering approximation 
The forward scattering approximation consists of neglecting the backward propagat-
ing modes be(u>,z), in the limit e —> 0. To get an idea why it is reasonable to do 
so, we compare the terms responsible for the coupling among the forward modes, to 
those responsible for the coupling between the backward and forward modes. 
In the limit e —• 0, the coupling between the forward and backward modes is done 
through the coefficients 
/ : 
dzElCjtMCjtz)] cos ( (# + A)z), j , I = 1,2...N(u), (3.22) 
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whereas the coupling between the forward modes is done through 
/
oo 
dzEiCji^Cjiiz)] cos ( (# - 0i)z), j , l = 1, 2...N(UJ). (3.23) 
•00 
This is clear if we recall that the phase factors in P(a^)(u, z) and E(a)b)(u;,z) are 
±(/?j + (3i)z, and in P(a,a)(a;, z) and E(a>a)(o>, z) they are ±(/% — A)2;. If the power 
spectral density of the process v (that is the Fourier transform of its z-autocorrelation 
function) possesses a cut-off frequency, or equivalently, the auto-correlation function 
of v is smooth enough in z, then the coefficients in (3.22) are small in comparison with 
the coefficients in (3.23). Under that assumption, the coupling between the forward 
and backward propagating modes becomes negligible as e —> 0, and we can make the 
forward scattering approximation 
j-/{u,z) = j^P^) (u,l) +E^ (u, J) ja>,^), z > 0, (3.24) 
with ae(uj, 0) = a0(w; x*). 
Since the above equations are linear, we can write 
a
e{u, z) = T£(UJ, z)ao(u; £*), (3.25) 
where we use the N(u) x N(u) random transfer matrix Te(ui,z), the fundamental 
solution of (3.24). This matrix satisfies the stochastic system of differential equations 
j-^iz) = j^p(a'a) (u, ^) + E<^ > (w, JUT^W,*) , z > 0, (3.26) 
with the initial condition Te(u;,0) = I, where I is the identity matrix. Matrix Te is 
called the transfer matrix because its (j, I) entry gives the output amplitude of mode 
j when the initial wave is a pure I mode of amplitude one. 
3.4 Mathematical model of the array data 
We are now ready to write the model of the random pressure field recorded at the 
array. We let (r, 4 ) De the receivers coordinates, with r taking values in the array 
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aperture A G (0, X). In general, there is a finite set of receivers in A, but for 
convenience in the analysis, we assume that the array is dense enough to approximate 
it by a continuum aperture. The mathematical model of the array data is given by 
p'(t,r,Z) = / ^ ^ E J^^(^Z)Mr)Mx.)e-^^u^, (3.27) 
_7,t — i " 
where 
pe(t,r,Z) =p(t,r,—), 
e2' 
and the Fourier coefficients of the pulse are /e(o>). 
In the next chapters, we shall study the role of the bandwidth in the focusing 
and statistical stability of the source localization methods. This is why we scale the 
bandwidth relative to e, 
/ ' ( - ) = ^ / B ( ^ ) . (3.28) 
for central frequency u>0 and a < 2. The Fourier transform of the pulse / has 0(1) 
support in [-B, B], and the time support of the source signal 
is ~ ^-JLm i n the narrow-band case, a = 2, fe(t) is spread out over a long time, 
comparable to the travel time -—-. In the broad-band case, a < 2, the support of 
f£(t) is much smaller than the travel time, so we can distinguish a train of pulses 
corresponding to the arrivals of the different modes. 
We restrict our study to the case a e [1,2] because there is no much gain in 
working with ultra-wide bandwidths (the case a < 1), as we saw in Figure 2.7. This 
choice is also convenient because it allows us to freeze the number of propagating 
modes to N(u>0), and obtain the simpler model for the array data 
N(u0) 
P ^
r
'
Z ) ^ i t E w|^0i(O0K^/We(^)^(^^)e-^+^M*, (3.30) 
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with the phase given by 
z fft-Wf + ^ W ^ , ae(i,2], 
/3j(o;o + eff/i)-2 ~ < (3.31) 
for all |/i| < 5 . 
We now use this model to analyze the coherent localization methods introduced in 
Chapter 2, and understand from a theoretical point of view, why they fail to localize 
the source when the wave scattering becomes strong. 
Chapter 4 
Analysis of coherent source 
localization methods 
Based on the model introduced in the previous chapter, we now provide an analysis 
of the deterioration of the coherent localization methods that we presented in chapter 
2. We do that by estimating their statistical mean and variance in the limit e —> 0. 
Section 4.1 is concerned with the analysis of back-propagation in a homogeneous 
waveguide, whereas section 4.2 treats the CINT and matched-field functions. 
4.1 Back-propagation in a homogeneous waveguide 
We begin with the analysis of function (2.1) introduced in section 2.1. The Green's 
function of the Helmholtz equation in the homogeneous waveguide is given by 
JV(w) 
GQ(u,x,z;xs) « - £ MxS)Uxy0jiw){z~Zs)i (4-1) 
for a hypothetical source location xs = (xs, zs). Here z — zs is large enough so that 
we can neglect the evanescent modes. Upon approximating the sum over r € A with 
an integral over the array, we obtain from (2.1) 
-^ J drp(u,r, zA)G0(u,r, zA;xs). (4.2) 
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We now inspect this function when the propagation is in a homogeneous waveguide, 
that is when p = p0. 
4.1.1 U n p e r t u r b e d waveguides 
When the waveguide is indeed homogeneous, T(xs) becomes l^R(xs) the time-reversal 
function. Recalling the expression for po in (3.7), this is given by 
#*(*") - \ E MflM^M**) / ^ S i c W ^ f ^ , (4.3) 
3,1=1 
where we have rescaled the range z^ = 4 and let 24 — zs = ^, with Za an order one 
quantity. The matrix 
Mji= [ drfyWMr) (4-4) 
J A 
depends on the array aperture and is the identity matrix in the full aperture case. 
This is a direct consequence of the orthonormality of the eigenfunctions 4>j(x). For 
partial aperture cases, when A C [0,X], M. couples the modes in (4.3). 
The best attainable result is in the ideal situation of full aperture, in which case 
l£R becomes 
N(u0) 
*5R&)*\ E W)M**) J^M^)e V-UQyJftMi 75-
« i E MxnMx*y^0)^MPjM(Zs - Z)/e2-°), (4-5) 
i= i 
where a G (1,2] and where we have used expression (3.28) for the pulse and (3.31) 
for the phase. The results are similar for a = 1 except that we would get a pulse with 
Fourier transform 
We now show that Z^R focuses at x+ and that the resolution is ~ Ao for a large 
enough number of modes: in the expression (4.5), we change variables according to 
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the 0(1/B) support of fB(t) 
Zs-Z = - e 2 " V , i . e . zs = zA - Zs/ez = e_<T7/' 
and obtain 
N(u0) 
i= i 
This is a sum of highly oscillatory terms and there will be a lot of cancellations (when 
N(u!0) is large enough) unless Pj(u>0)r)s ~ Vs/^o < 0(ea). In fact, 
N 
tfR(xs rr «N 1 V~^ A 7 27TX
5\ / 7 2 ^ 2 ; * \ _ j 2 f . 2 2 r A _ i l . _ _ 77S 
J—1 Oy N2 
2AQ Jo cos U 
_2K(XS — _•*) 
A0 
cos f 
~A^ 
7
 Uv^F 
when AT = N(co0) = [y -^J > - CT 3> 1. Here we interpret the sum over £,• = j'/Af as 
a Riemann sum for the integral over £ £ (0,1). It now follows from the method of 
stationary phase [4] that the integral is large when rjs/\0 ~ ea so that zs ~ A0. 
Let us look at the cross-range resolution of X0(xs). At the true source range zs = 0, 
we get 
AT 
jo"V, e-v) / B ( 0 ) 4 
o Jo 2A 
cos £ 
.27r(xs — x+) 
Ao cos £ 
.2n(xs + x* 
An 
/fl(0) • 
^ o - S m C 
27r(xs — x*) 
Ao" 
(4.6) 
for Af(u;o) 3> 1- This is the best attainable result because the focusing resolution, 
which is the distance from the peak to the first zero of the sine, equals the diffraction 
limit A0/2. 
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4.1.2 Random waveguides 
We now discuss the more realistic case where the propagation is in the random waveg-
uide. In this case, as discussed in section 2.1, (4.2) is not the same as time-reversal 
because the back-propagation is synthetic, via the unperturbed Green's function Go-
The back-propagation in the fictitious waveguide does not work well as illustrated 
by the numerical simulations in section 2.2. We now corroborate this fact by the 
following analysis. 
We present the simple case of full aperture. The results for partial aperture are 
naturally worse, as we showed in Figure 2.6. Using model (3.30) for the array data 
in (4.2), we get 
X
^
S) * \ I) ' J ^ ^ ^ M j ^TsWT^ + e°h)e^°^h^. (4-7) 
This is a randomly fluctuating function, with the modes coupled by the transfer 
matrix T% and we estimate its statistical expectation and variance for e <§C 1 and 
a G (1, 2). As explained above, the case a = 1 is not significantly different. Moreover, 
the statistical stability is worse in the case a = 2, for the narrow-band regime. 
4.1.3 The statistical mean 
In order to estimate the mean E{X(xs)}, we recall the relevant results from [13], 
section 20.3., summarized by the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.1.1. In the asymptotic limit e —> 0, the expectation of the transfer matrix 
is given by 
l i m £ m ( w , Z)} =
 5jle-
v
^
z+i0
^
z
, (4.8) 
where Sji is the Kronecker delta symbol and T>j(u), Oj(u>) are parameters dependent 
on the frequency and the correlation function of the fluctuations. Explicitly, 
v3{u) = [rg'M - rgV)l /2, o » = r«(w)/2 + * » , (4.9) 
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where 
,4 4 roo 
T
»M = Ar*R( ,\R(ll\ / dZC°S WM ~ Pl^MEiC^C^z)}, j ? I, 
4c0Pj{u;)Pi{u) J_00 
JV(w) 
rg)M = - E r5?M' (41°) 
,4 />oo 
4:C0fJj{U))Pl{Lj) J0 
4 /-co 
* » - S I f t M f l H y _ ^ { ^ ( 0 ) Q , W } , /oroU *«, (4.12) 
1'>N(UJ) 
(4.13) 
with j , I = 1, • • • ,N(uj). 
The coefficients P^ for j ^ I are proportional to the power spectral densities 
of the stationary random process Cji given by (3.14). So by Bochner's theorem, 
they are non-negative T^ (u>) < 0. Similarly, T,Mu) are non-negative since they are 
proportional to the power spectral densities of Cjj(z) evaluated at zero dual argument 
to z. Therefore T>j(u) > 0 and the expectation in (4.9) decays exponentially in Z 
and u. This decay means that the wave field loses rapidly its coherence and the 
energy is transfered to the random (incoherent) fluctuations. The coefficients Oj(u) 
account for the dispersive effect of the random medium on the mean field. Dispersion 
is induced by coupling of the propagating modes (via P* (u)) and by coupling with 
the evanescent modes (via Kj(u)). 
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With this discussion, we see that the expectation of (4.7) becomes 
N(u0) 
(4.14) 
This expression is similar to (4.5), except for the exponential damping and oscillations 
caused by the random medium. The range focus is not affected by this and it is almost 
the same as in section 4.1.1. However this damping affects significantly the peak value 
of E{l(xs,0)}, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The plot in this figure is obtained with 
the setup described in section 2.3 with a source at x* = X/2. The central frequency 
is at 2.09kHz and the unsealed bandwidth is 0.375kHz. The range is fixed at 494AC 
and therefore a larger e amounts to a larger scaled Z. We see in Figure 4.1 that 
E{X(xs,0)} peaks at x* but the peak value decreases rapidly (exponentially so) as 
we increase e, that is, we increase Z. This exponential decay is also captured by the 
bound 
\E{l(x*)}\ < \hMe--KMz y tffa) « CIM°)le-xM^ (4.15) 
where C is an order one constant and Vi(u>0) < VJ(UJO), for j > 2, as observed from 
direct computations. 
4.1.4 The variance 
In order to assess the statistical stability of the back-propagation function, let us now 
compute its variance 
V(xJ = E{\I(x-*)\2} - | E{l(xZ)}\2 
at its peak. This is given by 
[E{T^u0 + eah, Z)T^,{uo + e°h', Z)} - E{T^u0 + e°h, Z)}E{T^,{u:0 + e°h\ Z)}] . 
(4.16) 
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Figure 4.1: E{I(xs,0)} for the source at x* = ^ = 10AC and various e. 
We clearly see that we need the two frequency second moments of the transfer matrix 
in the limit e —• 0. This result is given in [13], Proposition 20.7 and we repeat it in 
the next lemma: 
Lemma 4.1.2. The transfer matrix decorrelates rapidly in frequency 
EiT^u, Z)2^,(u/, Z)} « E{T^, Z)}E{Tpv{J, Z)}, 
for \OJ — UJ'\/UJQ > 0(e2), as e —> 0. At two nearby frequencies, 
(4.17) 
lim£{Tji(a;, Z)Tpv(u - e2h, Z)} = SjfSw jdrWf\u, r, Z)eih^T-0>^ + 
(1 - ^ j ^ ^ e - ^ ^ + ^ ' ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ' M ^ , (4.18) 
where \ W,- (to, r, z) \ solve the system of transport equations 
i + ^ r Wf(u,r,z) = £lf„>(u>) [yVSH^r.z) - W J ' W , * ) ] , (4.19) 
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for z > 0 and initial conditions VVJ (u>, r, 0) = 8(T)5JI. These solutions are mea-
sures, 
W J V r, Z) = fye^^fT - flM^) + Wjl\u, r, Z), (4.20) 
OT£/I a Dirac mass at j = I, and continuous density Wj (u, r, Z). 
Because of the 0(e2) decoherence frequency, we can restrict the support of the 
integral in (4.16) to \h — h'\ < e2~aQ <C B, and obtain after the change of variables 
^ ± ^ / i , h-h'^e2-°h, 2 
that 
. < , *(.<*>) 
/" Y [^{T/,(o;o + e ^ + e2/*/2, Z)2^(u;o + e"/i - e2h/2, Z)} 
- E{mu0 + eah + e2~h/2, Z)}E{Tj^(u0 + e°h - e2h/2, Z)} 
We made the approximation fB(h ± e2~ah/2) « /B( / I ) assuming a smooth pulse. 
The variance now follows from lemmas 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, and the continuity of the 
coefficients (4.9) through (4.13) in frequency 
i^^Y^^rtMilii-s,,^ i)e i3 — 1 £$(x,)4(z*){[(l-*; 
„r ,^(wo)z 
X 
-[Vj^+Vy^-iOjM+iO^^z
 + ^ ver^(u;o)2l ^ (4.21) 
where 11/51,2
 = ltlfB{h){2 = JdtlfB{t)]2-
Since the second sum in (4.21) decays exponentially as Z gets large, we can write the 
variance as 
Jl-a V{xi) ^62-°\\fB\\2F(u0,Z,x+), (4.22) 
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where 
N(UJ0) 
f(u;0,Z,x*) = ^ V ^^^{x^MW^^^MZ^Z). (4.23) 
1 6
 f^x P?(wo) 
4.1.5 Statistical stability 
Let us use (4.15) to bound below the relative standard deviation 
^
V
^ >C{u^y-°l\v^zTxl\^Z^), (4.24) 
\E{Ifr)}\ 
where C(u>o) is an order one coefficient that does not depend on Z. It is hard to esti-
mate precisely the standard deviation unless we are in the long range limit. However, 
we plot it as a function of N(uio) in Figure 4.2, for the setup described in section 
2.3. with e = 3%. The central frequency is 2.09kHz and the bandwidth is 0.375kHz. 
We vary N(u>0) by changing the depth of the waveguide X. Note that the relative 
standard deviation (the green curve) is almost proportional to , 1 (blue curve). 
Nevertheless, even for as may modes as N(u>o) = 83, and for broadband pulses a = 1, 
the relative standard deviation is large, of order one. This is due to the exponential 
increase with Z and co0 captured in (4.24) by eVl^}°'>z. The factor T does not decay 
to compensate for this growth, as we show next. As a result, the relative standard 
deviation becomes larger and larger as we increase Z and/or U)Q. We conclude that 
the method is unstable as already illustrated by Figures 2.4 and 2.7. 
We now turn our attention to the long range estimation of T given by (4.23). 
Recall from [13] section 20.6.2, that the matrix r(c)(a;o) with entries r^(a;0) in the 
right hand side of (4.19) is negative semi-definite, with null space in the span of 
(1,1, • • • , 1)T. Its largest eigenvalue that is less than zero is denoted by —1/Le, where 
Le is called the equipartition distance, as it quantifies the range scale over which the 
entires in the matrix exponential 
U, 
'ji (u0, Z) = { exp (T^MZ) }jt = lim E{T^0, Z)T^(U0, Z)} (4.25) 
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Figure 4.2: Computed relative standard deviation (green curve) of Z(x*)) as a function of 
N(u)0). The blue curve is Co/^N(cu0), with the constant adjusted to match 
the minimum of the computed relative standard deviation at N(UQ) = 83. 
tend the uniform limit distribution 
sup \Uji(u;o,Z) - < 0{e~zlu). (4.26) 
i,i ' N(u0) 
We remark here that this long range limit is in the span of (1 ,1, • • • , 1)T , the null 
space of T(C\ The normalization 1/JV comes from the fact that Te(u>0, Z) is a unitary 
matrix so that the energy is conserved [13], section 20.2.6. 
We are interested in the limit of Wj (u0, r, Z) whose Fourier transform VVJ (u0, h, Z) 
satisfies 
W J ' V o , h,Z) = { exp [(ihB'M + r ^ (wo) ) Z] } j V (4.27) 
for B'(u0) = diag ( /^(CJO), • • • , P'N(UJ0)(UO) )• It is estimated in [13], section 20.6.2, and 
the convergence is at the same rate as in (4.26). The continuum density tends to a 
Gaussian profile 
r(l) Wl>(u;o,r,Z) 1 
'
J v u
' ' ' ' ~ N(u0) y/2ir^(u0)Z 
traveling at mean group velocity 
( T - 3 V Q ) Z ) 2 
g 2CT|(W0 )Z Z > L e , 
N(u0) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
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and of variance a2(u)0)Z, where 
*IM « j ^ E MM - ^o) ] 2 • (43°) 
So we obtain 
J i t—1 
2cr|(u>0) 
with decoupled sums over j and I. Assuming a large number of modes N = N(U>Q), 
we get 
which is 0(1). Now the sum over j is 
and since Z/a^(u>0) ~ Z/Le 3> 1, we have a Laplace type integral [4], which can be 
estimated in the vicinity of £ satisfying 
i / v / r ^ ,?(,„) = i f i / y r ^ - L . 
We obtain that (4.31) is 0(Z~1/2), and thus T decays like Z" 1 only, for Z > Le. As 
a consequence, the standard deviation (4.24) increases exponentially in Z and/or u>0 
and the function X(xs) is statistically unstable. 
4.2 Matched-field and CINT 
The CINT source localization function follows from (2.2) 
ICINT (F) = J ^ J ^ X n ( ^ ) J drp(u, r, ^ ) G 0 ( c , r , ^ ; f » ) x 
/ dr,p(u>'y,zA)G0(<j', r', ^ ; f s). (4.32) 
J A 
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Since the decoherence frequency is Qd = e2f2, this function models backpropagation 
of cross-correlations of the received traces over long time windows Xn(t) °f support 
(e2Q)_1. The conventional (Bartlett) matched-field function is 
XMF
 ( f S ) = 1 ^ J drp(u, r, ZA)GO(LO: r, zA; &) (4.33) 
IA 
In order to understand how these functions focus, let us compute their statistical 
mean. 
4.2.1 The statistical mean 
Upon substituting (3.30) and the expression for the homogeneous Green's function 
(4.1) in (4.32) -(4.33), and after setting zA = Z/e2 and zA - zs = Zs/e2, we obtain 
fB(h')xn i^f) E{TeM + fh, Z)Tfv[uQ + fh', Z)} i[/3j (ujo+^h)-^, {uQ+e°h')} *=£ 
(4.34) 
for CINT and 
^{^(wo + e'/i, Z)lj;,(io0 + eah, z)}^0^11^'^0^^^1 (4.35) 
for matched-field, with a G (1,2). This is the best possible case of full aperture, and 
the results are worse for partial apertures, as illustrated by Figure 2.6. 
In order to estimate (4.34), we make the change of variables 
h + ti ,
 2_ ~ 
-> h, h- h -^ ez ah. 
2 
and we get from Lemma 4.1.2 that 
2-a\\f | |2 N(.wo) a ( \ r 
E{lCINT(x°)} « ' | '6/B" ^ ^ ^ ( x O ^ ( ^ ) y d r W ( ' ) ( W o , r , Z ) x n ( ^ ( W b ) Z ' - 7 
(4.36) 
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Here, we neglect the terms that decay exponentially in Z, and we let 
fB(h±e2-°h/2)^fB(h). 
Now recall that Xn(h) is supported in the frequency interval [—f2,f2], which means 
that Xn(t) has time support ~ I/O,. Assuming fl ^> 1, so that e2_<70 <C B, we get 
2-CTll f | | 2 N(.^o) n I \ 
E{lCINT(x*)} « £ |'6/g|1 ]T ^ W ^ W ^ K ^ N Z ' . Z ) . (4.37) 
Similarly, we estimate the expectation of the matched-field function as 
E{IMF^S)} „ \\f^ ^ | ^ ^ ( x , ) ^ ( x , ) f / f (o;0, Z), (4.38) 
Jit—-'-
with t/j°(o;o, Z) given by (4.25). 
Although the mean CINT and matched-field functions do not decay exponentially 
in Z and/or LOQ, as was the case with E{T(xs)}, they are not useful in localizing the 
source because they do not focus at x*. The matched-field function (4.38) does not 
have any range information and it does not focus in the transverse direction. In fact, 
recalling (4.26), we get as Z/Le grows, 
II f 112 N(uJo) N{tJo) rh2(r ) 
E{IMF{„)} ^m_^ flM)W?w g |U) (439) 
and there is no focusing in xs. Returning to the results in Figure 2.5, we note that 
while XMF(xs) locates the source correctly in case (i), where Z « Le, it gives no range 
or cross-range information in case (iv), where Z « 2.2Le. This is what our analysis 
predicts. 
The CINT function does not focus any better in the transverse direction, but it 
has some range information through the evaluation of W- (a>o, T, Z) at r = Pj(u>0)Zs. 
However, due to the dispersion induced by the random medium, WJ (UJQ, T, Z) peaks 
away from r = PJ(U>Q)Z. This means that each term in (4.37) peaks at different Zs, 
and that the range of XCINT(xs) is spread out as we noted in Figure 2.5, case (iv). 
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Explicitly, as Z/Le grows, the peak of W] (u>0, r, Z) approaches the limit r = f3'(uj0)Z, 
and the j term in (4.37) gives a large contribution at range 
This makes the range support of (4.37) a large interval, between Zs(l) and Zs(N(coo)). 
To compute the variance of XCINT{xs) and XMF(xs) , we need the fourth order 
multi frequency moments of Te;(u;, Z), which we derive in Appendix B. However, since 
we have already shown that the mean CINT and matched-field functions do not focus 
at the source, there is no point in analyzing their statistical stability. 
Chapter 5 
Incoherent source localization 
This chapter contains the main contribution of this work, namely an incoherent source 
localization method based on the transport theory for the second moments of the 
transfer matrix, given in Lemma 4.1.2. The method estimates the source location in 
two steps: first we determine the range of the source and the correlation function of 
the random fluctuations (section 5.1). Second, we show how to estimate the cross-
range location of the source (section 5.2). We study with theory and numerical 
simulations the estimation functions and show how the cross-range estimation requires 
that the propagation distance be at most ~ Le, but the range can be determined 
for much larger distances of propagation. We study the statistical stability of the 
estimation, which requires the computation of fourth order multi-frequency moments 
of the transfer matrix, in the limit e —•> 0. 
5.1 Range estimation 
We have learned from the moments calculation of the transfer matrix presented in 
the previous chapter that: 
1. The mean transfer matrix TUu, Z) decays exponentially in Z = e2z^, meaning 
that the pressure field measured at the array loses rapidly its coherence. 
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2. The transfer matrix T%{u,Z) decorrelates over frequency intervals that are 
larger than e2Q. 
3. Of all the nearby frequency second moments E{T%Tlv}, only those for which 
j = f and / = I' do not decay exponentially in Z. 
This means that we can obtain a statistically stable estimation function if its mathe-
matical expression is based on the combination T^T% that survives in mean, at large 
Z. 
Motivated by this discussion, let us define 
nU) = J^(u;,U), (5-1) 
where 
n^XJ)= f ^PM^ico^z^e-^^-^'^2, (5.2) 
J\w-u}'\<e2n Z 7 r 
as if we searched for a source at unsealed range zj, — C,/e2, and where 
PJ(U,ZA)= / drp(u,r,zA)<l>j(r) (5.3) 
JA 
is the projection of the array data onto the j t h mode. The random terms in the model 
of (5.2), which we obtain by substituting (3.30) into (5.3), are precisely the desired 
combination T^{LO, Z)Th(uj'', Z) in the case of full aperture. For partial aperture, 
there are some additional terms but their expectation decays exponentially and can 
be neglected at long ranges. 
We observe that the functions (5.1) peak at £ = Q ^  Z, because of the dispersion 
caused by the random medium. We therefore cannot obtain the range by simply 
summing (5.1) and looking at the peak. The resolution would be as bad as the range 
estimation obtained with CINT. What we propose is to estimate the range by com-
paring 1Z(C, j) with its theoretical expected model given in the following proposition 
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Proposition 5.1.1. The theoretical expected model of (5.1) is given at long range Z 
by 
N(u>0) 
E{n(c,j)}« e"g[l6/B|1 £ ^ ^ W ^ K ^ w c z ) (5.4) 
q,l=l 
in the broad-band case a G [1, 2). In narrow-band a = 2, we have 
E{H(U)} * yQ E ^ | | ^ y ^ ( ^ ) / ^ ^ ) ( a ; o , / ? ; ( a ; o ) C - r , Z ) x 
/ di^smc(Bi)fB(T + t/2)7s(r - t/2). (5.5) 
Proof of Proposition 5.1.1: Recall model (3.30) of the array data, and set z^ — 4 , 
to obtain from (5.3) 
P^ZA) « ^ 'E"^^!^^^)^^^^^ 6 2 - (5-6) 
With this expression, (5.2) becomes 
^2 JV(wo) ' 
6 
g,i,g ' , / '=l 
( ,C
'
J)
 1 , 4 ^ J9 V P«MPA"ofl{ ^ { *] J-n 2TT 
ihZ - 2 5-2 iKP'Aw) fe{uj + e2h/2)f*(u - e2h/2)T^(uj + e2h/2, Z)T%v{u - e2h/2, Z)e 
(5.7) 
after the change of variables (a; + u/)/2 ~» a; and UJ — to' ~> e2/z. The expectation is 
obtained using Lemma 4.1.2. 
E{R(uX,3)} « YQY.M%J^fiM j ^ ^ ( . , r , Z ) $ ( W ^ . M ( - r ) , (5.8) 
where 
/
Q
 dh ~ — 
^ /e(w + e2V2)/^(u; - e 2 / ^ ^ , (5.9) 
and we neglected exponentially decaying terms in Z. 
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We now evaluate expression (5.9) using the definition (2.6) of fe for a G [1,2]. 
For broad-band pulses, we can make the approximation 
f(u±e2h/2) = -fB(-—_-± UJ — UQ €
 ah 1 ~ U> — LOQ )~-JB(^-^) 
and obtain 
$(u,t) fte 
-2CT 
• | / B ( 
W - ^ 0 x , 2 • 
7r eu 
In the narrow-band case a = 2, we have 
sinc(ftt), <7G(1,2). (5.10) 
r(w±^/2) = ± / B ( ^ ± £ ) 
and 
$(w, t)^^jdhj dt2fB{tx)fB{t2) 
= ^ J dtif dt2fB(ti)Mh)e 
i(uj-uJ')(t1-t2)/e2 I ^j}_Ah[{t-,+t2)l2-t} 
2TT 
i(u)-u}')(ti-t2)/e2 • 
smc 
n,*i+**_ t 
(5.H) 
Thus the theoretical expected model of (5.1) is given, in broad-band, by 
/ » < ^ > 
ft 
7T 
sinc[fi(^.(o;o)C-T)] 
c2-1l/ B 
16 •79 
AW 
^(x,)W^(u0,(3'(u;0)C,Z), (5.12) 
and in narrow-band by 
E{K(U)} 
,2-2<7 
16 
PiM N(uo) J^fdrWf{a,r,Z): 
fdti y*2/B«i)/B(i2)e i(oj-o;o)(ti-t2)/e; ft -smc 
n 
fi|^+r-« 
JV(wo) 
o 
di-smc(Bi)fB{T + t/2)fB(r - t/2). 
71 
X 
(5.13) 
• 
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5.1.1 The estimation algorithm 
We now introduce an algorithm that estimates the scaled range of the source Z, based 
on the dispersive effect induced by the random waveguide. 
Algorithm 5.1.2. This algorithm assumes a known correlation function of the ran-
dom fluctuations, so that we can compute the matrix T^ (UIQ) . It also assumes a fixed 
bandwidth ui E [u>0 — eaB,u>o + eaB] of the pulse f€(t). The estimation involves three 
steps: 
Step 1. Given the array data, compute 1l((,j) using (5.1); for modes j = 1, 2, • • • N(u)0), 
in a search interval that includes its peak Q. 
Step 2. Determine the set S of modes for which 
\K((jJ)\ = max\K(C,j)\>8, 
where 5 is user defined tolerance. 
Step 3. Estimate Z by Z*, the minimizer of the objective function 
(5.14) 
O(Z') = J2 / d( nCJ) TZ
M(C,j;Zs) 
ndJ) nM(ej;z°) (5.15) 
where lZM((,j;Zs) is the model of the expectation of (5.1) for a hypothetical source 
at range zs = zj± — ^  from the array, and (^ M is its peak. The integral in (5.15) 
extends over the search domain. 
Proposition 5.1.1 says that in theory, all the range information is in the density 
Wq , which we approximate by taking the Fourier transform of the matrix exponential 
(4.27). Since we do not know the source's cross-range location, we cannot define 1ZM 
by (5.4) or (5.5). Instead of that, we replace in these formulas </>f(x*) by the constant 
2/X, and get 
12 N("o) r-2-<T 
E{K(U)} \\h 8X q,l=l wpiuotftMcz) (5.16) 
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in broad-band and 
N(u0) 
j di-smc{Bi)fB(r + i/2)J^(r - i/2). (5.17) 
in narrow-band. This should have minimal effect on the range estimation, which is 
based on the variation of 7Z((,j) in £. The cross-range x* affects the actual peak 
value 7Z((j,j), which is why we normalize 1Z in the objective function. We also filter 
the modes for which \TZ(Q,j)\ is below the threshold 5, either because \TZ{(j,j)\ is 
very small or because the array data is not recorded in a large enough time window 
to include all the propagating modes. 
Algorithm 5.1.2 assumes that we know the correlation function 
C(x, x', z — z') = E{u(x, z)v{x', z')} 
of the fluctuations. When we do not know C, but have a priori information on how 
to model it, we can estimate it together with the source's range. 
Algorithm 5.1.3. This algorithm is based on the apriori model 
CM{x -x',z- z'; as, t) = asQ[{x -x',z- z')/£s], (5.18) 
of C, where © is a given function of 0(1) support. It is parametrized by the search 
amplitude as and the search correlation length Is. 
Steps 1 and 2 are identical to those in Algorithm 5.1.2. 
Step 3. Estimate Z = Z* and the correlation function C ~ CM(x — x', z — z'\ a*,£*), 
where (Z*,a*,£*) is the minimizer of 
nCJ) nM((,j;Zs,as,£s) Q(Zs,asJs) = ^ 2 fd( 
jesJ 
(5.19) 
\nCjJ) ftM(Cf,j;Zs,as,^) 
Here 1ZM((,j;Zs,as,£s) is the model of the expectation of (5.1) for a a hypothetical 
source at range zs = z^ — %?, and for fluctuations with correlation function (5.18). 
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The essential assumption in this algorithm is the model of the correlation function 
of the fluctuations u(x), which we suppose, in (5.18), to be isotropic and stationary 
in range and cross-range. In principle, the algorithm could handle fluctuations that 
are anisotropic and not stationary in cross-range, so that CM depends on more than 
two parameters. We do not have such results here. In any case, it is expected that 
the more parameters there are in the model, the more challenging the estimation. A 
natural question that arises is: how sensitive is the estimation to the accuracy of the 
model (5.18)? Our numerical experiments suggest that the range estimation is not 
too sensitive to the model CM. For example, in a simulation with e = 3%, central 
frequency 2.09kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz, Algorithm 5.1.3 yielded essentially the 
same source range for three different different models of CM. The first one was a 
Gaussian 
CM(x -x',z- z'; as, i") = a s e " J ^ r 
the same as the one used in the simulations of the array data. The second model was 
the correlation of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
CM(x -x',z- z'; as, £3) =
 a*e-[l*-a'l+l*-*'l]/^ 
and the third was a correlation function with a range of scale sizes 
CM(x-x', z-z'; a*,es) = as (1 + \x - z ' l /Oe - 1 * - * Ut' (1 + \z - z'\/t)e -\z-z'\/es 
We show the results of applying Algorithm 5.1.3 with these different models in Figure 
5.1. We display cross-sections of the objective function <D(Zs,as,£s) at full aperture 
for e = 3%, at central frequency 2.09kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz, which is the same 
as in plot (iv) of Figure 2.5, where matched-filed and CINT do not work. In the left 
plot, we use a Gaussian correlation function, in the center one the correlation of the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process and in the right plot, the correlation with range of scales. 
These plots show that the objective function in all cases has a clear minimum around 
the true value of the range indicated in red. The values of the correlation parameters 
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Figure 5.1: Cross-sections of the range estimation objective function 0(Zs,as,£s). Left: 
Gaussian correlation, center: correlation with range of scales and left: corre-
lation of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. In each plot, we fix two parameters 
at the optimal values and display the variation in the third. The true value of 
the parameters is shown in red. The results are for full aperture, with e = 3%, 
central frequency 2.09kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz. 
when the Gaussian correlation is used correspond to the correct ones used in the 
generation of the synthetic data. 
5.1.2 Statistical stability 
We now discuss the statistical stability of our method. In order to do that, we 
estimate the variance of the range estimation function (5.1). We need the fourth 
order moments of Te(u>, Z) at two nearby frequencies for this purpose. The transfer 
matrix decorrelates at frequency offsets that exceed 0(e2), so we need to consider only 
0(e2) frequency shifts. All these moments are derived in Appendix B. The variance 
at partial aperture follows in a similar fashion, so we do not expose it here. 
The model of the range estimation (5.1) at full aperture is 
ncj) 
,2-<7 
16 
fB dh r 
LB 2TT L 
e 2 - < ^ -f B ( h -
2-a,~,\ N(."°) t IJO v^ VPiMPi'M 
2 2 
.(xjhixjmuo + eah + e-u, Z)TJ~(u0 + e"h - €-u, Z)e 
i,i'=i 
iu,(Z-Q0'ALjo) 
PjM 
(5.20) 
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and its variance 
V((,j) = E{\K((J)\2}-\E{n((,j)}\2 
is estimated in the next proposition and proved in Appendix C. 
Proposition 5.1.4. The variance of the range estimation function at full aperture 
satisfies 
\E{n(Q,3)}\~e°B> [ • ] 
where Q is the peak of \E{lZ(£,j)}\. Since e2Vt is the decoherence frequency of 
TC(LU, Z) and eaB is the bandwidth of the pulse f€, this implies that the estimation 
function is stable in the vicinity of its peak in broad-band, where eaB ^> e2fl. The 
function is not stable in narrow-band regimes. 
The proposition says the following: even though it may appear from the mean field 
model computed in Proposition 5.1.1 that we can estimate the range in narrow-band, 
the estimation will not be reliable, because the range estimation function changes 
unpredictably with the realization of the random medium. We need a broad-band 
regime in order to obtain statistically stable results. This conclusion is validated by 
extensive numerical simulations. 
5.1.3 Numerical results 
We present numerical results for the range estimation, in the setup described in section 
2.2. The unknown source is at location x* = (5AC, 0), at unsealed range z^ = 494AC 
from the array. 
We begin in Figure 5.2 with results at full aperture, e — 3%, central frequency 
2.09kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz. This is the same case considered in plot (iv) of 
Figure 2.5, where Matched-field and CINT do not work. We show in the top left plot 
in Figure 5.3 how the amplitude of H(C,j) varies with j and indicate the threshold 
value S = 0.25 used in our estimation. The set S contains the mode indexes j with 
peak amplitudes above this threshold. The middle picture in the top row is a plot 
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of 7l(C, j)/R((j, j), for j £ S. This is computed from the array data and enters the 
objective function at Step 3 of the estimation algorithm. The abscissa in the plot is 
C/e2 in units of Ac. The ordinate is the mode index in S. Note how the dispersion 
effects induced by the random medium causes 1Z to peak at different ranges than 
the true one, indicated by the vertical black line. The right picture in the top row 
of Figure 5.3 shows K((,j; Z*,a*,t)/TZ(C^ J; Z\a*,t) for j e S and the optimal 
parameters returned by the algorithm. The optimization is done with the MATLAB 
function fmincon. We compare this picture with the ones in the bottom row, where we 
fix two parameters at the optimal values, but vary the third one. In the left picture, 
we set Zs = Z* — 20e2Ac, and note the resulting range shift. In the middle picture, 
we set £s = £*/2 and see a different dispersive behavior (the peaks have a different 
distribution around the true range value). The right picture is for as = 1.34a* and 
shows again a different dispersive behavior. 
In Figure 5.3 we show cross-sections of the objective function <D(ZS, as,£s) for 
two realizations of the random medium, and at full aperture. The top row is for 
e = 2%, at central frequency 2.69kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz, which is the case in 
plot (i) of Figure 2.5, where both matched-field and CINT work. The bottom row is 
for e = 3%, at central frequency 2.09kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz, which is the same 
as in plot (iv) of Figure 2.5, where matched-filed and CINT do not work. Figure 5.3 
illustrates that the objective function has a clear minimum around the true value of 
the parameter indicated in red. The figure also shows that the results are essentially 
the same in the two realizations of the medium, as stated in Proposition 5.1.4. 
Figure 5.4 shows cross-sections of the objective function 0(Zs,as,£s) at partial 
aperture. Here e = 2%, the central frequency is 2.69kHz and the bandwidth is 
0.45kHz. The top row is for 40% aperture A = [0, 8]AC and the bottom row is for 20% 
aperture A = [0,4]AC. The analogue plots for the medium with e = 3% and central 
frequency 2.09kHz are in Figure 5.5. The results are almost the same as in Figure 
5.4, except for the bottom left picture where the estimated a* is slightly off. 
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5.2 Cross-range estimation 
In order to estimate the cross-range, we introduce the function 
-^PjfazjPjfazA), (5.22) 
with Pj defined as in (5.3). This function is similar to (5.1), except that the cross-
correlations are at the same frequency. As a consequence, there is no range infor-
mation in (5.22), but this function gives cross-range informatio which we propose to 
estimate by comparing it with its model XM{j\ xs), for a hypothetical source location 
Xs. 
This model is given by 
e *£[ /M^+«* '0- /Vto+^) ]£{ : r^ + eah, Z*)Tj;,(uj0 + eah, Z*)} (5.23) 
for a source at range Z* estimated as explained in the previous section. Now from 
Lemma 4.1.2, we remember that 
E{Fql{u>, Z*)^~(u;, Z*)} « (1 - ^ / )e-[^(-o)+^(-o)-r«(.o)]^*+J[o9(-o)+^(u)o)]^ 
+Sqq<6u<Ugl(uJo,Z*), 
with Uqi given by (4.25). Equation (5.23) becomes 
i rB rih r iV(a 'o) 
XM(j;x*) = ± ~\fB(h)H J ]( l -^)^-M,Y^(^)«(^)e^^ (-+ e f f / l ) 1x 
B
 Q,Q' 
e-^[/?9K^o+ea/i)]e-[^("o)+I','(u'o)-r^ ) /(^o)]^ ,'+i[09(^o)+C',/(a;o)]2* 
and it simplifies to 
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in the full aperture case for broad-band pulses. Although it may appear that the 
broad-band does not play a role in (5.25), we need it to get statistical stability. The 
variance of function (5.22) is essentially the same as that for lZ(Zs,j), so we do not 
repeat it here. 
5.2.1 The estimation algorithm 
Algorithm 5.2.1. The cross-range estimation is based on the minimization of the 
objective function 
<D(x°) = J2 
< # ( . ) > <XM(.;xs)> (5.26) 
Here 
<XU>=T7T\Y,XW> <XM(.,xs)>=^J2xM(r^S) (5-27) 
are averages over the index set S with cardinality S. The set S of indices included 
in the optimization is decided on the behavior of the model XM(j;xs) for different 
source locations. We show below, with numerical simulations, that the higher modes 
do not distinguish between different source cross-ranges, as they are most affected by 
the random medium. If XM does not show sensitivity to xs, we exclude it from S. 
It is easy to infer from (5.25) that at long ranges, Z 3> Le, we cannot estimate 
the cross-range of the source. This is because Uji ~ l/(N(coo)) and XM becomes 
essentially independent of xs, as confirmed by the numerical experiments given below. 
However, the range estimation works at such long distances, as shown in the previous 
section. 
Since only Xs appears in the full aperture case (5.25), we cannot determine xs 
uniquely but find instead two possible cross-ranges, symmetric with respect to the 
axis of the waveguide. The general model (5.24) may suggest that we can resolve 
this ambiguity with partial apertures, because of the coherent terms (the sum over 
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q ^ q' in (5.24)). However, these terms decay exponentially with the source's range 
and they are not expected to improve much the estimation. In fact, the numerical 
results show that partial apertures make the cross-range estimation quite difficult. 
5.2.2 Numerical results 
We now present cross-range estimation results in the same setup as in section 2.2. 
The unknown source is at x* = (5,0)AC, at unsealed range 24 = 494AC from the 
array. We begin in Figure 5.6 with an illustration of the model function XM(j;xs), 
for a medium with e = 2% fluctuations at central frequency 2.69kHz and bandwidth 
0.375kHz. This is the case considered in plot (i) of Figure 2.5, where both matched-
field and CINT perform well at full aperture, but not at partial aperture (Figure 2.6). 
We display XM(j;xs), for two different source cross-ranges xs = 5AC and xs = 10AC. 
Note the different oscillatory patterns in the left and middle plots, corresponding to 
full aperture A = [0, 20]AC and 60% aperture A = [0,12]AC respectively. The distinct 
oscillations are at the lower index modes, which are included in the set S used in the 
optimization. When we reduce the aperture to A = [0,4]AC we note in the right plot 
the similarity of XM(j;xs) for the two source locations. This leads to an ambiguous 
estimation process, as shown further down. In Figure 5.7, we show the effect of the 
random medium on the model function XM(j;xs). Here we fix xs = x* = 5AC and 
plot in the left picture how XM(j;xs) changes as we increase the central frequency, 
from 2.09kHz to 3.13kHz. In the right plot we fix the central frequency at 2.69kHz 
but increase e from 2% to 3%. Note that as we increase the frequency and/or e, 
the oscillatory pattern of XM(j;xs) is damped because of the stronger effect of the 
random medium. In fact, XM(j;xs) becomes less and less sensitive to xs and the 
cross-range estimation becomes more and more ambiguous. 
In figures 5.8 and 5.9, we show the cross-range estimation results. Note that aside 
from xs, we can also estimate the correlation function, although this is better done 
in conjunction with the range estimation. Here we use the true Gaussian model for 
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the correlation function and we illustrate the estimation of the correlation length £s. 
The estimation of the amplitude parameter a seems to be ambiguous. Figure 5.8 
is at e = 2%, central frequency 2.69kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz, where matched-
field and CINT work at full aperture (case (i) in Figure 2.5) but not at partial 
aperture (Figure 2.6). The top left picture in Figure 5.8 shows the estimation at full 
aperture. The true values of the estimation parameters are indicated in red. The 
estimation returns the correct correlation length and source cross-range, except for 
the ghost that is symmetric with respect to the wave guide axis, as expected from 
the theory. The ghost is removed at partial apertures, because there is still enough 
coherence in the data (recall the discussion at the end of section 5.2.1). However, 
we note that the estimation becomes harder as we reduce the aperture, and it is 
ambiguous at A = [0,4]AC (bottom right plot). This is expected from the behavior of 
XM(j;xs) illustrated in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.9 shows cross-range estimation results 
at full aperture, for bandwidth 0.375kHz and central frequencies 2.69kHz, 2.99kHz 
and 3.13kHz. These are cases (i), (ii) and (in) in Figure 2.5. The cross-range 
estimation works well but we note that the ratio of the peak and minimum of the 
objective function 0(xs) approaches one as we increase the frequency, indicating that 
the estimation becomes more difficult. This is expected from the behavior of the 
model XM illustrated in Figure 5.7. 
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500 520 S40 
Figure 5.2: Range estimation results for e = 3%, central frequency 2.09kHz and 
bandwidth 0.375kHz. Top row: left is \lZ(Q,j)\ and threshold 5 = 
0.25 for determining the set S of indices, middle is 1Z((,j) and right is 
KM((J;Z\a*,t). Bottom row: left is llM{(,j;Z* - 20e2Xc,a*J*), 
m\dd\e\sKM{(,j;Z*,a*/2,t) and right is ^ M ( C j\ Z*,a*, 1.34T). 
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Figure 5.3: Cross-sections of the range estimation objective function 0(Zs,as,£s). In 
each plot, we fix two parameters at the optimal values and display the variation 
in the third. The true value of the parameters is shown in red. The results 
are for full aperture. Top row: two realizations at e = 2%, central frequency 
2.69kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz. Bottom row: two realizations at e = 3%, 
central frequency 2.09kHz and bandwidth 0.375kHz. 
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Figure 5.4: Cross-sections of the range estimation objective function 0(ZS, as,£s). In 
each plot, we fix two parameters at the optimal values and display the variation 
in the third. The true value of the parameters is shown in red. The results 
are for partial aperture, e = 2%, central frequency 2.69kHz and bandwidth 
0.45kHz . Top row: two realizations at A = [0,8]AC. Bottom row: two 
realizations at A — [0,4]AC. 
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Figure 5.5: Cross-sections of the range estimation objective function 0(Zs,as,£s). In 
each plot, we fix two parameters at the optimal values and display the variation 
in the third. The true value of the parameters is shown in red. The results 
are for partial aperture, e = 3%, central frequency 2.09kHz and bandwidth 
0.45kHz . Top row: two realizations at A = [0,8]AC. Bottom row: two 
realizations at A = [0,4]AC. 
Figure 5.6: X(j;xs) for xs = 5AC and 10AC, e = 2%, central frequency 2.69kHz and 
bandwidth 0.375kHz. left: aperture A = [0,20]AC, middle: A = [0,12]AC 
and right: A = [0,4]AC 
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re 5.7: X(j;xs) for xs = 5AC and full aperture. Left: e = 2% for central frequencies 
2.09kHz, 2.69kHz and 3.13kHz. Right: central frequency 2.69kHz and e = 
2% and 3%. The bandwidth is 0.375kHz. 
xs in A,. 
. 10 15 20 
,rs' in Ac 
re 5.8: Cross-range estimation results at e = 2%, central frequency 2.69kHz, and 
bandwidth 0.375kHz. We plot the objective function O versus xs and £s. 
Top left: full aperture A = [0,20]AC. Top right: A = [0,12]AC. Bottom 
left: A= [0,8]AC. Bottom right: A= [0,4]AC. 
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Figure 5.9: Full aperture cross-range estimation results at e = 2%, and bandwidth 
0.375kHz. Left: central frequency 2.69kHz, middle: 2.99kHz and right: 
3.1.3kHz 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions 
In this dissertation, we study with analysis and numerical simulations the problem of 
source localization in random waveguides, given measurements of the acoustic pres-
sure at a distant array of receivers. We describe the degradation of coherent source 
localization methods, due to cumulative strong wave scattering by the random inho-
mogeneities in the waveguide, and introduce an original incoherent source localization 
approach. We consider three coherent methods: synthetic back propagation of the 
time reversed array data in deterministic (unperturbed) waveguides; matched-field 
and coherent interferometry. The first method is the same as time-reversal, when the 
source localization occurs in unperturbed waveguides. Time reversal works well in 
random waveguides, but it cannot be used for source localization, because we cannot 
implement the back-propagation in the true medium, which is unknown. We find 
that synthetic back propagation in the unperturbed waveguide useless, because it 
lacks statistical stability with respect to the realization of the medium. Explicitly, 
we show that the mean of the estimation function focuses at the correct location, but 
its amplitude decays exponentially with range and central frequency. This is because 
the wave-field loses rapidly (exponentially) its coherence, and the energy is transfered 
to the fluctuations, the incoherent field. As a consequence, the relative standard 
deviation of the estimation function is very large and the method is unstable. The 
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matched-field and coherent interferometric source localization functions are not useful 
for localizing sources at long ranges either. Both methods use cross-correlations of 
the array data, which have a nontrivial long range mean. However, since they do not 
account for the strong dispersive effect induced by scattering in the waveguide, they 
do not focus at the source location. To localize the source from almost incoherent 
array data, we need to exploit systematically the dispersive effect induced by the 
random medium. This requires a mathematical model, which allows us to restate 
the problem as one of parameter estimation for the source coordinates and possibly 
the correlation function of the random fluctuations of the wave speed. We use here 
the asymptotic model derived in [16, 12, 13]. The asymptotics are in the amplitude 
scale of the fluctuations, which is typically 1% — 3% in underwater acoustics [12], 
and for long distances of propagation. We show how to use the model to formulate a 
statistically stable incoherent source localization method. We analyze the method in 
detail and assess its performance with extensive numerical simulations. 
Appendix A 
Convergence results for the code 
used to generate the array data 
In this example the waveguide is 20 x 500AC, the source is located at (10, 496)AC and 
we look at the solution at one receiver located at (10, 2)AC. The characteristics of the 
source are the same as before. 
We define the discretization step h as a, fraction of the central wavelength Ac = 
0.5m, 
h = , 
npw 
npw being the number of points per wavelength that we use. 
We observe in Figure A.l, that for npw = 20 the solution, which is the pressure 
field as a function of time, is not accurate enough, as there is a large discrepancy 
between the blue (corresponding to npw = 20) and the green curve (corresponding to 
npw = 40). The solutions for npw = 40, npw = 50 and npw = 60 are quite close so 
we can "conclude" that with 50 points per wavelength we get a reasonable solution. 
In Figure A.2, we display the error as a function of time as we take larger and 
larger npw. The error is the absolute value of the difference with the solution obtained 
with the finest discretization, with npw = 60. In our computations, npw = 50. 
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Figure A . l : The pressure field as a function of time, at the receiver location, for different 
values of the number of points per wavelength used in the discretization. 
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Figure A.2: The error as a function of time, at the receiver location, for different values 
of the number of points per wavelength used in the discretization. 
Appendix B 
The fourth order multi-frequency 
moments of the transfer matrix 
We want to compute the fourth order multi-frequency moments 
E{T?n(u + e \ Z)Tfn(u - e2Co, Z)Tj^(u - e V , Z)T^(u + e2h', Z)} 
for frequency offsets h, h', UJ and u' of order one. For this purpose, we use that Te 
satisfies (3.26) and write that 
N 
Jhzff'^rpe
 = _^_Te _ihfj>rTe = ^ _ \ ^ T£ C^ZI^ rU0r,-0,)z/e2 
pm dz Jm dz Jm ^iJm 2c2e ^ p 
P=I ^/Wi 
— V T e m V r ° ^s Ci/ '(^A )Cyi'{zle + s)c_0M+i0t>a+i(0B_0i)z/e2^ ^ ^ 
4C0
 p = i ^ ;/>7V J-oo A' V % ^ 
for ^ > 0, where 
T)m{u + e% z) = e < f c * W 7 S > + e2/*, *)• (B.2) 
At z = 0 we have the initial conditions 
T)m{u> + e \ 0) = Tjm(u + e2^, 0) = 6jm. (B.3) 
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Then we can write 
E{T^m(u + e2h, Z)Tfn(co - e2Co, Z)T^{u - c V , Z ) 2 ^ ( w + e2ti, Z)} 
^ g - i ^ + ^ ' + ^ + ^ D ^ I v ^ ^ , ^ , ^ , ^ , ^ ) } (B.4) 
where we let 
V)lJL{u, h, ti, Co, Jo') = T)m{u + e2h, Z)Tfn{u - e2Co, ZY^~{u - e2Co', Z ) % ( W + e2h', Z), 
(B.5) 
and suppress indices m, n, .M and J\f from the notation. These are parameters in the 
differential equations (B.l), but they influence the initial conditions (B.4). 
The stochastic system of differential equations for V^ J L follows from (B.l) and 
we write it in compact form as 
^JUL\Z=0 = $jm$ln8jMhM, (B.6) 
where 
_ iu?
 ( ^ Cjp{z/e2) i(/3v_^)z/e2 Cip{z/e2) i(0v_0i)z/e2 _ 
jlJL
~*${h vs® V^A 
and 
GjUL = i[h% + Co ft + Co'P'j + h'P'L}VjUL + ^ Y,ZZ Tds e~MSl CAZ,R +S) X 
4 C 0p=l ( '>JV / - ° o Pl' 
(Cji>(z/£±
 i0pS+i{0p_0.)z/e2 _ Cw(z/e )ci/?ps+i(/3P-/3,)z/62Y JT_ 
S/WJ Vm I 
We are almost ready to apply the diffusion approximation theorem (Theorem 6.5 in 
[13]), to obtain E{\fe-lJL\ in the limit e —» 0. We need to write (B.7) as a system of 
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differential equations for the vector Ve, with components 
^(L-i)iv3+(j-i)iv2+(z-i)Ar+i = ^("VJZJL)' ^v4+(L_1)JV3+(j_1)Ar2+(Z_1)jv+j = ^ ( ^ J L ) > 
(B.9) 
where 3? and G are the symbols for the real and imaginary parts of VJUL respectively. 
Equations (B.7) become 
J L V e = ±.F[i/(., z/e2), z/e2]V< + $[,/(., z/e2), z/e2}\\ (B.10) 
with matrices J7, Q e R2Ar4x2iv4 following obviously from (B.7) and (B.8). 
We obtain from Theorem 6.5 in [13] that as e —> 0, Ve converges in distribution 
to a Markov process with generator Q given by 
-i rZ POO 
Qv(v) = Jim = / ds dz E{F(v{., 0), s)v • Vv[T(v{., z),s + z)v- Vv</?(v)]}+ 
Z^oo Z Jo J o 
Jim 4 / rfs£{5(K,0),s)v-Vv¥>(v)}, (B.11) 
for an arbitrary smooth function ip. To get the limit of E{VejUL} as e —> 0, it suffices 
to compute the action of the generator Q on </?(v) = wg and < (^v) = vq+N4, where 
q = (L- l)N3 + (J - 1)N2 + (/ - 1)N + j . Then the results follows from Kolmogorov's 
backward equation [7]. 
We obtain after tedious calculations that 
e^O 
l im£{V^ J L} = VjUL^,h,h',w,w',z): (B.12) 
where 
VJUL =[i(h% + Qfi + u'P'j + ti(3'L) + QJULIVJUL - (1 - 8jL)T^VLlJj-
N N 
(i-SjL^v^L + Su Yl rflv^ + Sjj Yl TipPiPL+ 
p^i,p=i P¥=J,P=I 
N 
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for z > 0, and 
S W =\ (rff + r f + r « + r ' l ) - \ (r<» + r<« + r<?> + r » ) + rg> + r<y + 4 
+ r<>> - rg> - r « + 1 (rg» + r& - r<" -r<<>) +»(«, +
 Kl - «, - * , ) . 
(B.14) 
The initial condition at 2 = 0 are 
VjiJL(u,h,h',Cj,uj',z = 0) = 5jm5ln5JM5LAf. (B.15) 
Appendix C 
Proof of proposition 5.1.4 
We first need the following result, which follows directly from (B.13)-(B.15): 
Proposition CO.2. Consider arbitrary indices j , I, I', n, n' = 1, • • • N(u). As e —» 0, 
we have 
^c^, e
2(uj + h)
 N——, e
2lu-h) „.=—, e2(u' + h) „ .m , , e2(co'-h) „ . , 
-j(w+u?)/?'.Z Vjjjj(v,v,u',h,Z), 
where {Vjjqq}j<q=i,...,N^) and {Vjqjq}J7Lq=h...}N^) satisfy the closed 
(C.l) 
system of equations 
vjjqq _ • 
dz 
N N 
Vjjqq *• jq l^jqjq + ^ ' « ' J + 
/ y *• pj v H'pg? — K m ? J + /-^ PI ' JJPP ~~ 
5j<7 
3V, jgjg 
/ ., •*- pg \VjjPP ~ Vjjqq) + 
jV JV 
/ j *• pj {Vpjpj ~~ Vjjjj) + , 2 ^ *pqyVjpjp ~ Vjjjj) 
P¥Z3,P=^ p¥=q,p=1 
(7J 4- I,J' . 
j,q= !,-•• ,N(u0), 
• CJ + LO\ 
'-) (/?• + # ) + M/?- - Pq) vjqjq - r£> [vJi99 + vqq3J}+ 
N N 
/ j *• pj \Vpqpq ~ Yjqjq) + 2__j *• pq K^jpjp — ^jqjq)-> 3 / 
P¥=J,P=I p^q,p=1 
q 
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for z > 0 and initial conditions 
Vjjjjiu,^,^', h,Z = 0) = 8jlbjl>b~qn5qn> 
Vjqjq(ul, LO, Cd', fl, Z = 0) = 5jl5ql'6jn5gni. (C.2) 
Note that the initial conditions (C.2) are identically zero unless 
1 = 1' and n = n, (C.3) 
l = n^l = n'. (C.4) 
This means that of all moments (C.l) , only those with these indexes are not zero. 
Note also that in CO.2, we suppressed the initial condition notation in VJJJJ. We 
restore it now by writing Vj^"n ' . 
Combining Proposition CO.2, Lemma 4.1.2 and (5.20), we get 
e 2 - fB dh fn d£o fQ dh fn dw>l{Gj^>)lz-cWA^)i (u , <?-°{u> + ~h) [U)
 16 J_B 2TT J-n 2TT J_a 2TT J_a 2vr }B {* + 
N(LJ0) 
2 x 
> -5-7—To <f>i>{x+)(l>i{x*)<i)n{xir)(l>n>{xic)Jr{u;o + eh,uj,u ,h) 
(C.5) 
where 
T(uo, Co, Co', h) = e-W+^mM [Su,5nn, + (1 - 5w)8ln5Vnl] V j g f (a;, CO, U', h, Z) 
- e-«*^
z%M6ul6nn,W«\u, Co, Z)Wf\u, <J, Z) (C.6) 
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The expression for the variance becomes 
e 2 - fB dh fn dw /•" dh fn <ko> -iWMWAwo)* lu , <?-°{G> + h) 
V{(
»
J)
 16 L B 2TT 7_n 2TT J_n 2TT i _ Q 2vr / B T + 2 x 
7a „_i!Z(^> /B h-^^> 7B h + ^ ^ x 
2^ / ^ 0 ) 2 *'(**)&>(**)* 
[ v J ^ ^ u / ^ Z ) + (1 - 6ln)V$%(u;,u>,u',h,Z) - W$l\uj,u>,Z)w}n)(u;,<J,Z) 
(C.7) 
and from the expectation of 1Z in Proposition 5.1.1, we get 
mnu)}? 
,2(2-«r) 
162 
,-JwC^(^o)x 
(C.8) 
W(<"o)
 Q , N 2 
Now let us recall that as Z increases 
n\ 1 1 (T- /3V 0 )Z) 2 
It is difficult to get an explicit limit of Vj^"n for arbitrary values of h, Co and u/. Their 
maximum is achieved at h = Co ~ u' = 0, where we have that [13]: 
^ ( ^ . 0 , 0 . ^ ) ^ ' • (C.9) 
1 & , 0 , 0 , 2 ) - „ „ , v ' ( „ , , i r « ^ n (CIO) 
vjg> 0 ,o,o,z)^^o ) [^o ) + i r / ^ . (c.ii) 
Using these results and writing the probabilistic representation l of the transport 
equations obtained by taking the Fourier transform in Proposition CO.2, we can also 
1The probabilistic representation is obtained with a procedure similar to that in [13], but for 
a jump Markov process {Jz,Qz}z>o with state space in [l,--- ,N(wo)] x [l,--- ,N(LJO)} and with 
generator given by the right hand side of the equations in Proposition CO.2. 
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obtain that 
u'nn'f. . .-. .~/ I - °L —) ^ Vll'nn'(ujO)0,0,0)ei(^+J,)^o)2~(^2+J'2)a"z/^ 
The choice h = (u — u')/2 simplifies the problem in Proposition CO.2 because we 
get Vjqjq = Vjjqq by symmetry. The equations are harder to analyze in the remaining 
cases but we observe with direct numerical simulations which solve the system of 
equations in Proposition CO.2, that Vf/-" and Vllfl\ remains of the same order as 3333 
w{l)w{n). 
If we look at the sum in (C.7) and estimate it at h = Co = to' = 0, we have that as 
Z grows, this sum approaches 
N-l 1 
N+1N2 
whereas the sum in (C.8) approaches 
N 
i=i MJ 
This means that the sum in (C.7) is a factor of (N — 1)/(N + 1) « 1 of the sum in 
(C.8) in the vicinity of h = u = u' = —0, where the terms are at their maximum. 
Therefore we cannot expect a small ratio V/\E{1Z}\2, unless we are in broad-band, 
with a < 2. 
For a < 2, we can approximate (C.7) as 
16 
N r>Q v<r -\ e3{2'a)Q fB dh\t i 4 v - A & , 2 , ^< s rdcj r du' a,-. i(ci+u;')(C)/3'(wo) 
B 27T' 0
2 
!,n=l P3 2vr 
J^{l~8ln)Vl^{io^^'Xz)-Wf\uj)Co,Z)wf{u^\Z)\ (C.12) 
and (C.8) as 
\E{ncj)}\ 2 e
2(2-a) r /-B 
162 
2 jV 
T f r ^ e - ^ ^ ) ^ < ^ w f ( ^ . ^ ^ ^ ( w b . u i . Z ) , (C.13) 
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where 
f 
J-B 
dh 
2^ h L <2B I dh\fB(h)\4 
-B 
by the Cauchy Schwartz inequality. We conclude by comparing these expressions, 
ciii/W and the fact that Vj"j" are similar in mag nitudeto WfWf', that 
maxc|£{ft(C,i)}|2 
as stated in Proposition 5.1.4 
v(u)
 = 0 ( f ^ ) i 
B 
(C.14) 
• 
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